On its face, the CEE region is fertile soil for democratic elitism. Unlike many other parts of the world, quests for democracy and liberty in CEE countries date back to the mid-19 th century, even if the quests seldom culminated in actual democratic practices. By the end of state socialism, moreover, CEE countries were located at relatively high levels of economic development and education conducive to establishing democracy. As well, the prospect of joining the European Union provided a strong incentive for elites to adhere to tenets of democratic elitism (Pridham 2005; Grabbe 2006) .
To what extent has democracy been craft ed in CEE countries during the past two decades? To answer this, I examine members of CEE national parliaments. Members of parliaments (MPs) may not be the most important component of political elites, but they represent that part of elites directly legitimized by the people and meant to represent popular interests. I fi rst assess the social composition of MPs to determine similarities and dissimilarities across party lines. I then examine the extent of MPs' political professionalization and the diversity of their careers across the CEE countries. Th is is followed by a discussion of public perceptions of MPs, trends in general elections, and aspects of MPs' political behavior. Th is distinction identifi es some of the barriers to democratic elitism in CEE countries. Th e chapter concludes with the implications of my analysis for democratic elitism as an explanatory concept. Hypotheses 1. Th e composition of CEE parliaments displayed rather elitist or non-representative features soon aft er regime change at the start of the 1990s so that the introduction of an electoral market was accompanied by social closure that marginalized important groups of citizens. 2. Parliamentary parties and party families, such as the post-communist Socialist parties and the Conservatives/Christian Democratic parties, have diff ered not only in their policy preferences but also in their social compositions. Th ese diff erences, in concert with policy disputes, have limited the scope for political compromises that are essential for eff ective coalition governments in CEE countries. 3. Th e political professionalization of MPs, while it aggravates the social divide between the electorate and the elected, is neither
